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® Components

InCorporatIng thIs expansIon
Before playing your first game using Caught in a Web, complete 
the following steps to incorporate the expansion contents into 
those from the base game:

 hAdd the scenario, story, and adventure cards to their supplies. 
These components are used as a part of the Caught in a Web 
scenario.

 hAdd the hero sheet and combat tokens to their supplies.

expansIon ICon
Some cards found in this expansion are marked with 
the Caught in a Web expansion icon to distinguish these 
components from those found in the base game and 
other expansions. Cards not marked with the expansion 
icon are instead marked with their related scenario art.

Charge 
Charge is a new type of damage that appears on combat tokens. 
As a combat action, a combatant can spend X  to deal  
X unblockable damage to his or her foe. During a combat 
round, after a combatant has spent , that combatant cannot 
block damage.

Caught in a Web
Shimmering in the morning sunlight, a blanket of  

webs enshrouds the streets of Tamalir. It would be a  
beautiful sight if not for the danger the webs conceal. 

Spiders and insects scuttle in horrifying numbers across  
the webs as the citizens of the land become tangled in their 
chaos. Now the insects and arachnids are invading homes, 
crawling into beds as their occupants sleep, despoiling food 

stores, and poisoning the land’s most vulnerable victims.

But for all the fear and desolation in Terrinoth, it is as  
nothing compared to the horrors yet to come. This terror  

is wrought by the wicked sorceress Ariad. From her lair built 
of webs, she summons scuttling minions and conjures dark 
spells while offering sacrifices to her dead religion. In time,  

she will muster the energy to unleash her true form.  
When she does, she will spin a web large enough to  

cover all of Terrinoth in absolute darkness.

1 plastIC FIgure

30 adventure Cards

Enemy

Reward
Gain 2 .

Mystic. Spider.
After this enemy is defeated, its foe tests 
. If the test fails, the foe takes 2 damage.

2  Web Trap: Your foe becomes delayed. 
If your foe is already delayed, he or she 
takes 2  instead.

7

ArAchyurA

10 story Cards

The covering of webs is now disrupting one of the 
most essential crossroads for Terrinoth’s merchants.

Story Quest. Place 1 web in Zadric’s 
Crossing. Each time the time track 
advances, place 1  on this card, to a 
maximum of 3 . When a hero destroys 
the web on Zadric’s Crossing, that hero 
gains the  on this card and discards this 
card.

Trade disruPTiOn

1 hero Card

3

Jonas the Kind once had another name, a much 
darker name, hated and feared by the nobility. But 
he turned his back on a life of murder and theft, 
spending several years cloistered in a monastery. 
Now healed in both body and spirit, Jonas has 
set out to make a new name for himself, one as a 
champion of the innocent and force for justice. He 
will not allow his past to control his future, but 
neither will he ever forget the man he used to be. 

Setup: No bonus.

1

Jonas the Kind

1 sCenarIo Card

Mystic. Villain. Spider.

When a hero in Queen Ariad’s hex explores, 
only wild results count as successes. 

1  Summon Swarm: Deal 2 .

2  Venom: For the rest of the combat round, 
your foe takes 1  after he or she resolves a      
     combat action.

Queen AriAd

Reward
Win the game! 13

4 Combat tokens1 vIllaIn  
token

3 Hero 1 Enemy
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